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Abstract
The scalable inference for Bayesian nonparametric models with big data is still
challenging. Current variational inference methods fail to characterise the correlation
structure among latent variables due to the mean-field setting and cannot infer the true
posterior dimension because of the universal truncation. To overcome these limitations,
we build a general framework to infer Bayesian nonparametric models by maximising
the proposed nonparametric evidence lower bound, and then develop a novel approach
by combining Monte Carlo sampling and stochastic variational inference framework.
Our method has several advantages over the traditional online variational inference
method. First, it achieves a smaller divergence between variational distributions and
the true posterior by factorising variational distributions under the conditional setting
instead of the mean-field setting to capture the correlation pattern. Second, it reduces
the risk of underfitting or overfitting by truncating the dimension adaptively rather
than using a prespecified truncated dimension for all latent variables. Third, it reduces
the computational complexity by approximating the posterior functionally instead of
updating the stick-breaking parameters individually. We apply the proposed method
on hierarchical Dirichlet process and gamma–Dirichlet process models, two essential
Bayesian nonparametric models in topic analysis. The empirical study on three large
datasets including arXiv, New York Times and Wikipedia reveals that our proposed
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method substantially outperforms its competitor in terms of lower perplexity and much
clearer topic-words clustering.
Some key words: Gibbs sampling; Hierarchical Dirichlet process; Nonparametric evidence lower
bound; Stochastic variational inference; Topic modelling.
1 Introduction
Bayesian nonparametric models, differing from parametric models by relaxing the fixed di-
mension assumption, are widely used in bioinfomatics, language processing, computer version
and network analysis (Dunson & Park, 2008; Sudderth & Jordan, 2009; Caron & Fox, 2017;
Ranganath & Blei, 2018). For example, in natural language processing, Teh et al. (2006)
develop a hierarchical Dirichlet process, which extends the latent Dirichlet allocation model
(Blei et al., 2003) from a nonparametric perspective. Hierarchical Dirichlet process is defined
on a countable dimensional simplex to replace the finite-dimensional Dirichlet distribution
in latent Dirichlet allocation. Within such model, the number of topics is regarded as a
random variable instead of a fixed value and hence can be inferred from data.
The inference of Bayesian nonparametric models is more complicated than its parametric
counterpart. Due to the infinite-dimensional nature of Bayesian nonparametric models, a
finite-dimensional truncation is needed to approximate the posterior. However, the selection
of the optimal truncation level poses extra challenges. The traditional Markov chain Monte
Carlo methods (Teh et al., 2006; Papaspiliopoulos & Roberts, 2008) can produce an adaptive
selection of the truncated dimension but are not computationally scalable especially for
big data. On the other hand, standard variational inference methods (Teh et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2011; Hoffman et al., 2013; Roychowdhury & Kulis, 2015) can accelerate the
computation but suffer from an universal selection of the truncation level, that is, truncating
the dimension of all latent variables to a prespecified value. However, a subjective selection
of the fixed truncation level would lead to a low predictive accuracy due to the possible
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overfitting or underfitting. In this sense, such universal truncation method contradicts the
motivation and advantages of using Bayesian nonparametric models.
In this paper, we propose a general framework with novel and efficient algorithms to
infer a large class of Bayesian nonparametric models in the following steps. First, we derive
the nonparametric evidence lower bound based on finite and measurable partitions. Second,
we propose the conditional setting when factorising variational distributions by letting vari-
ables in the middle layers conditional on two adjacent layers. Third, to handle big data, we
develop the corresponding stochastic variational inference framework (Hoffman et al., 2013;
Blei et al., 2017) under our conditional setting. Finally, within our framework, we adopt
Monte Carlo sampling to generate samples for local latent variables, and further update the
variational parameters for global latent variables based on the empirical distribution gener-
ated from these samples. Meanwhile, we truncate the dimension of variational distributions
to that of the empirical distribution.
Our proposed method, named conditional variational inference with adaptive truncation,
benefits from both the accuracy of Monte Carlo sampling and the efficiency of variational
inference as follows. First, our method rebuilds the correlation structure and hence attains
a smaller divergence between the variational distribution and the true posterior. Such pro-
cedure removes the unrealistic mean-field assumption, and searches an optimal variational
distribution over a wider family. Second, our method assigns a probability of increasing the
dimension of variation distributions adaptive to the goodness-of-fit. As the inference pro-
ceeds, it reaches a stable level balancing the goodness-of-fit and model complexity. Therefore,
it provides an adaptive selection of the truncated dimension and reduces the risk of over-
fitting or underfitting. Finally, our method achieves better prediction without sacrificing
computational efficiency. With the optimal variational distributions for global variables, the
local Markov chain converges fast, which is demonstrated in our empirical study.
To assess the empirical performance of the proposed method, we develop detailed algo-
rithms for hierarchical Dirichlet process model and gamma–Dirichlet process model (Jordan,
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2010), and apply them on the topic analysis of three large datasets including arXiv, New York
Times andWikipedia. The results show that the algorithms for our proposed method consis-
tently outperform traditional online variational inference (Wang et al., 2011) in three exam-
ples by substantially reducing the hold-out perplexity. Furthermore, our method gives much
clearer topic-words clustering by removing replicated topics and providing room to further
add new topics. We provide the code at https://github.com/yiruiliu110/ConditionalVI.
2 Hierarchical Bayesian nonparametric models
Suppose that pΩ,Fq is a Polish sample space, Θ is the set of all bounded measures on
pΩ,Fq and M is a σ-algebra on Θ. A random measure G on pΩ,Fq is a transition kernel
from pΘ,Mq into pΩ,Fq such that (i) G ÞÑ GpAq is M-measurable for any A P F and
(ii) A ÞÑ GpAq is a measure for any realisation of G (Ghosal & Van der Vaart, 2017). For
example, a Dirichlet process P (Ferguson, 1973) with base measure P0 satisfies
`
P pA1q, P pA2q, . . . , P pAnq
˘
„ Dirichlet
`
P0pA1q, P0pA2q, . . . , P0pAnq
˘
for any partition Ω “ pA1, . . . , Anq of Ω, that is, a finite number of measurable, nonempty
and disjoint sets such that
Ťn
i“1Ai “ Ω. The Dirichlet process is denoted by P „ DPpP0q or
P „ DPpαHq with prior precision α “ P0pΩq and center measure H “ α
´1P0. Moreover, a
random measure is called a completely random measure (Kingman, 1993) if it also satisfies
(iii) P pAiq is independent of P pAjq for any disjoint subsets Ai and Aj in Ω. See Appendix A.1
for a short review. Completely random measures and their normalisations (Regazzini et al.,
2003), for example, gamma process and Dirichlet process, respectively, are commonly used
as priors for infinite-dimensional latent variables in Bayesian nonparametric models, because
their realisations are atomic measures with a countable-dimensional support.
As an important subclass of Bayesian nonparametric models, hierarchical Bayesian non-
parametric models use random measures for priors in multiple layers. Consider the following
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Figure 1: Hierarchical structure in Bayesian nonparametric models. The blue and red boxes
correspond to J and Nj replicates, respectively.
model,
G0 | H „ P pHq, β | λ „ ppβ | λq,
Gj | G0 „ RpG0q pj “ 1, . . . , Jq,
zji | Gj „ Gj, xji | zji „ fpxji | β, zjiq pi “ 1, . . . , Nj; j “ 1, . . . , Jq,
(1)
whose two-layer hierarchical structure is summarised in Figure 1. Specifically, in the top
layer, G1, . . . , GJ are generated from a random measure R with common base measure G0,
while in the bottom layer, G0 itself is a realisation of random measure P with base measure
H . To ensure exchangeability, G1, . . . , GJ are assumed to be identical and independent given
G0. The global parameter β is assigned a prior ppβ | λq. In addition, each local latent variable
zji is sampled from Gj independently and the observation xji is generated from a likelihood
function f , which is parameterised by both global latent variable β and local latent variable
zji.
We next illustrate the necessity of hierarchical structure in Bayesian nonparametric mod-
els, using the example of hierarchical Dirichlet process model in topic modelling (Teh et al.,
2006), where P and R in (1) are both Dirichlet processes,
G0 | H „ DPpαHq, Gj | G0 „ DPpγG0q pj “ 1, . . . , Jq. (2)
Suppose a corpus has J documents, each document j has Nj words and each word is cho-
sen from a vocabulary with W terms. We describe the generative model as follows. First,
G0 “
ř8
k“0G0kδφk is generated from DPpαHq, and for each document j a topic propor-
tion Gj “
ř8
k“0Gjkδφk is independently sampled from DPpγG0q. Second, for any topic k,
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the distribution of words over vocabulary is independently sampled from a W -dimensional
Dirichlet distribution parameterised by η, βk „ Dirpηq. Third, for each word i in document
j, a topic assignment zji is allocated by zji „ MultinomialpGjq, where zji represents the topic
k if zji “ φk. Finally, the observation xji is independently generated from the assigned topic
and the corresponding within-topic word distribution, xji | tzji “ φku „ Multinomialpβkq.
Within such hierarchical Dirichlet process model, in the top layer, if G1, . . . , GJ are sampled
from a Dirichlet process with a diffuse base measure instead of an atomic G0, the supports
of G1, . . . , GJ do not overlap almost surely, which results in no share of topics among dif-
ferent documents. To solve this issue, we let the base measure G0 have an atomic and
infinite-dimensional support, for example, assigning a Dirichlet process prior for G0.
Generally speaking, it is not necessary to restrict the prior for G0 to be a Dirichlet
process or other probability random measures. The essential point here is to equip G0 with
an infinite-dimensional and atomic support. Therefore, other completely random measures
and their normalisation can also be used as priors for G0. For example, the gamma–Dirichlet
process model (Jordan, 2010),
G0 | H „ ΓPpαHq, Gj | G0 „ DPpG0q pj “ 1, . . . , Jq. (3)
The gamma–Dirichlet process allows a more flexible model by removing the constraint on the
prior precision in the top layer. Other choices of prior for G0 include beta process, σ-stable
process and inverse Gaussian process (Ghosal & Van der Vaart, 2017).
3 Conditional variational inference
3.1 Kullback–Leibler divergence between random measures
The object of variational inference is to minimise the divergence between the variational dis-
tribution and the true posterior. For infinite-dimensional random measures, their Kullback–
Leibler divergence is well defined although the corresponding density function does not exist
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with respect to Lebesgue measure. Suppose two random measures P and Q from pΘ,Mq
into pΩ,Fq, the Radon–Nikodym derivative dQ{dP exits if Q is absolutely continuous with
respect to P . Their Kullback–Leibler divergence is defined as,
KLpQ ‖ P q “
ż
Θ
log
dQ
dP
dQ,
which is computationally intractable due to the infinite-dimensional integral. By contrast,
we calculate this divergence by the limit superior of the divergence between corresponding
finite-dimensional induced measures, that is,
KLpQ ‖ P q “ lim sup
Ω
KLppΩ ‖ qΩq, (4)
where pΩ and qΩ are respectively induced measures from P and Q on a finite-dimensional
partition Ω “ pA1, . . . , Anq, such that p
ΩpAiq “ P pAiq and q
ΩpAiq “ QpAiq for each Ai P Ω.
With an induced random variable ZΩ : Θ Ñ Rn, we can also denote the induced measures
by ppZΩq and qpZΩq. The result in (4) is justified in Appendix A.2.
3.2 Nonparametric evidence lower bound
The parametric variational inference algorithm uses a finite-dimensional variational distribu-
tion to approximate the true posterior by maximising the evidence lower bound (Blei et al.,
2017), while, for nonparametric models, we need to use a random measure as variational
distribution due to the infinite dimensionality of latent variables. Based on the Kullback–
Leibler divergence between random measures in (4), we propose a general variational infer-
ence framework for Bayesian nonparametric models by defining the corresponding nonpara-
metric evidence lower bound as,
NPELBO “ lim inf
Ω
”
EqpZΩq
 
log ppX,ZΩq
(
´ EqpZΩq
 
log qpZΩq
(ı
, (5)
where ppX,ZΩq and qpZΩq correspond to the induced measures from the joint distribution
and the variational distribution on Ω, with Z and X denoting the observations and latent
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variables, respectively. Provided the result that
KL
`
QpZq ‖ P pX | Zq
˘
` NPELBO “ log ppXq, (6)
our proposed framework considers maximising the nonparametric evidence lower bound in
(5), which is equivalent to minimising the Kullback–Leibler divergence between variational
distribution Qpzq and true posterior P pz | xq. See Appendix A.3 for the proof of equation
(6). To simplify the notation, we will use pp¨q and qp¨q to denote the true and variational
distributions, respectively, where the context is clear.
3.3 Conditional variational distribution
The hierarchical Bayesian nonparametric model in (1) has multiple layers, and hence Z in
(5) includes several latent variables, which are global latent variable β, local latent variables
tzjiu1ďjďJ,1ďiďNj , global prior G0, and local priors tGju1ďjďJ . To factorise the variational dis-
tribution q
`
β, tzjiu, G0, tGju
˘
, the traditional variational inference algorithms typically con-
sider the mean-field setting, qpβ, tzjiu, G0, tGjuq “ qpβqqpG0q
śJ
j“1 qpGjq
śJ
j“1
śNj
i“1 qpzjiq,
where variables in different layers are assumed to be independent. However, this assump-
tion is not valid in nonparametric variational inference because the independence between
tGju1ďjďJ and G0 contradicts the fact that the support of each Gj is fully determined by
G0. As the updatings of qpGjq and qpG0q are independent in the procedure of iterations,
they are likely to have different supports, which contradicts their definitions. Moreover, the
mean-field assumption fails to account for the possibly high correlation among G0, tGju and
tzjiu.
In contrast to the traditional variational inference under the mean-field setting, we fac-
torise the variational distribution as,
q
`
β, tzjiu, G0, tGju
˘
“ qpβqqpG0q
Jź
j“1
qpGj | G0, zjq
Jź
j“1
Njź
i“1
qpzjiq, (7)
in the sense of the probability law. On one hand, our conditional setting eliminates the
contradiction in the mean-field setting, because we consider the variational distribution of
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Gj conditional on G0, which ensures that Gj shares the same support of G0. On the other
hand, such conditional design facilitates the recovery of the dependence structure among G0,
tGju and tzjiu.
Combing (5) and (7), our proposed conditional variational inference seeks to maximise
the following nonparametric evidence lower bound,
NPELBO “ lim inf
Ω
”
Eqpβ,tzju,GΩ0 ,tGΩj uq
 
log p
`
txju, β, tzju, G
Ω
0
, tGΩj u
˘(
´ EqpGΩ
0
q
 
log qpGΩ
0
q
(
´ Eqpβq
 
log qpβq
(
´
Jÿ
j“1
Njÿ
i“1
Eqpzjiq
 
log qpzjiq
(
´
Jÿ
j“1
EqpGΩ
0
qEqpzjqEqpGΩj |GΩ0 ,zjq
 
log qpGΩj | G
Ω
0
, zjq
(ı
,
(8)
where xj “ txjiu1ďiďNj , zj “ tzjiu1ďiďNj , and Ω is a partition of the sample space Ω for G0
and tGju1ďjďJ .
3.4 Conditional coordinate ascent
To maximise the nonparametric evidence lower bound in (8), we first seek the optimal
variational distribution of Gj given G0 and zj for each j. As p
`
txju, β, tzju, G
Ω
0
, tGΩj u
˘
“
ppGΩ
0
, tzjuq
śJ
j“1 ppG
Ω
j | G
Ω
0
, zjqppxj | β, zjq, the non-constant term in (8) with respect to
qpGj | G0, zjq is
lim inf
Ω
” Jÿ
j“1
EqpGΩ
0
qEqpzjqEqpGΩj |GΩ0 ,zjq
 
log ppGΩj | G
Ω
0
, zjq ´ log qpG
Ω
j | G
Ω
0
, zjq
(ı
.
It is worth noting that the above expression can be viewed as the negative of the Kullback–
Leibler divergence whose maximum is zero. Therefore, the optimal conditional variational
distribution for Gj is qpGj | G0, zjq “ ppGj | G0, zjq as the divergence equals zero if and
only if qpGΩj | G
Ω
0 , zjq “ ppG
Ω
j | G
Ω
0 , zjq for any partition Ω. This result is also intuitive
because the best variational distribution to approximate the posterior given other variables
is the conditional posterior itself. Benefiting from the conjugacy in Bayesian nonparametric
models, the analytical form of such conditional posterior is easy to derive.
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We then implement a coordinate ascent approach by iterating the following three steps
until convergence. The first step considers obtaining the optimal qpG0q conditional on other
parameters. To achieve this, in Appendix A.4, we rely on (8) to derive the evidence lower
bound under Ω with respect to qpGΩ
0
q,
ELBOΩ “ EqpGΩ
0
q
 
log
ppGΩ0 q
qpGΩ0 q
(
`
Jÿ
j“1
EqpGΩ
0
qEqpzjq
”
log EppGΩj |GΩ0 q
 
ppzj | G
Ω
j q
(ı
`constant, (9)
where EppGΩj |GΩ0 q is with respect to the prior distribution ppG
Ω
j | G
Ω
0
q instead of the variational
distribution. Consequently, this expectation can be easily calculated due to its analytical
representation. As the nonparametric evidence lower bound NPELBO “ lim infΩpELBO
Ωq,
if we can find a random measure qpG0q with its induced measure q
ΩpG0q satisfying
qpGΩ
0
q 9 ppGΩ
0
q exp
ˆ Jÿ
j“1
Eqpzjq
”
log EppGΩj |GΩ0 q
 
ppzj | G
Ω
j q
(ı˙
, (10)
for any partition Ω, then this qpG0q is the optimal variational random measure. In cases
where it is difficult to find a simple random measure satisfying (10), we need to restrict the
variational distribution in a special family and optimise the parameters. Provided with the
updated qpG0q and other parameters, the second step considers optimising the variational
distribution for zj in the form of
qpzjq 9 exp
ˆ
EqpG0q
”
log EppGj |G0q
 
ppzj | Gjq
(ı
` Eqpβq
 
log ppxj | zj , βq
(˙
. (11)
Finally, the optimal variational distribution for the global latent variable β given other
updated parameters is
qpβq 9 ppβq exp
” Jÿ
j“1
Eqpzjq
 
log ppxj | zj , βq
(ı
. (12)
4 Adaptive truncation
4.1 Stochastic variational inference
Whereas the coordinate ascent formulas in (10)–(12) provide a general framework, they
are difficult to be directly implemented especially for big data, because updating all local
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latent variables in each iteration is not computationally efficient. By contrast, stochastic
variational inference (Hoffman et al., 2013) is widely used in practice, where the computation
is accelerated by randomly selecting a small batch of data and iteratively updating the
parameters with a random but unbiased gradient of evidence lower bound. Specifically, for
an evidence lower bound ELBOpξq as a function of parameter ξ, if there exists a random
function hpξq satisfying E
“
h1pξq
‰
“ ELBO1pξq, ξ can be updated in the τ -th iteration by
ξpτq “ ξpτ´1q ` ρth
1pξpτ´1qq, where the step size ρt satisfies the Robbins–Monro condition
(Robbins & Monro, 1951).
For hierarchical Bayesian nonparametric models, the traditional stochastic variational in-
ference methods suffer from the mean-field assumption and the universal truncation (Hoffman et al.,
2013; Wang et al., 2011). To overcome these disadvantages, we propose a new approach by
integrating Monte Carlo sampling scheme into the stochastic variational inference framework
under the conditional variational setting, namely conditional variational inference with adap-
tive truncation. The proposed method not only benefits from the fast speed of stochastic
variational inference but also overcomes the challenges of nonparametric variational infer-
ence discussed in Section 3.3. Moreover, it can automatically truncate the dimension of
variational distributions in an adaptive fashion. We will show the detailed procedures in
Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.2 The hybrid of optimisation and sampling
Under the conditional setting, we rely on the conditional variational inference framework
in Section 3.4 to infer global variables, while approximate the optimal distributions of local
variables via Monte Carlo sampling instead of analytical optimisation.
For the variational inference part, we approximate the posterior distribution for global
prior G0 and global latent variable β. From the entire data x “ tx1, . . . , xJu, we randomly
sample a subset txs : xs P xu
S
s“1, where S is the batch size with S ! J . Assuming that
a partition Ω is given to obtain the limit inferior of nonparametric evidence lower bound,
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we aim to update the parameters for qpGΩ0 q conditional on the updated qpβq and tqpzsqu
S
s“1.
While standard stochastic variational inference uses the analytical way to update parameters,
we draw Ts samples from qpzsq for each zs in the batch, zˆs “
 
zˆs,t : zˆs,t „ qpzsq
(Ts
t“1
, so as to
get a random nonparametric evidence lower bound with respect to qpGΩ
0
q,
{NPELBO “EqpGΩ
0
q
”
log
ppGΩ
0
q
qpGΩ
0
q
`
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
log EppGΩs |GΩ0 q
 
ppzˆs,t | G
Ω
s q
(ı
` constant. (13)
It is obvious that Ep {NPELBOq “ NPELBO and hence the random gradient is unbiased,
which satisfies the key condition for stochastic variational inference. Therefore, according to
(13), we can use the random gradient generated from zˆs to update the parameters of qpG
Ω
0
q.
Analogously, the random nonparametric evidence lower bound with respect to qpβq is,
{NPELBO “ Eqpβq! log ppβq
qpβq
`
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
log ppxs | zˆs,t, βq
)
` constant, (14)
and then we can update its parameter with the corresponding random gradient in a similar
way.
For the Monte Carlo sampling part, given the updated qpGΩ
0
q and qpβq from (13) and (14),
we draw samples zˆs for each zs in the batch using Markov chain Monte Carlo. It is difficult
to get an closed-form formula for optimal qpzsq due to the lack of conjugacy between G0 and
zs. Moreover, since Gs is integrated out, the local latent variables tzsiu
Ns
i“1 are conditionally
dependent and cannot be i.i.d. sampled. Therefore, we propose the following Gibbs sampling
approach to get the samples under optimal variational distributions. Conditional on qpGΩ0 q
and samples zˆs,i´ “ tzˆsl : l “ 1, . . . , Ns, l ‰ iu, it follows from (11) that the optimal
variational distribution of qpzsiq is
qpzsiq 9 exp
!
EqpGΩ
0
qEppGΩj |GΩ0 q
“
ppzsi, zˆs,i´ | G
Ω
s q
‰
` Eqpβq
“
log ppxsi | zsi, βq
‰)
. (15)
Then we sample zˆsi „ qpzsiq for each i iteratively, which constructs a Markov chain. As
zˆsi is sampled from the optimised variational distribution conditional on zˆs,i´ in (15), the
joint distribution generated from the Markov chain will converge to the optimal variational
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distribution, which achieves the maximum nonparametric evidence lower bound. After the
convergence, we can sample zˆs,1, . . . , zˆs,Ts from the stable Markov chain.
To maximise the nonparametric evidence lower bound, we iterate the following three
steps, (i) randomly selecting a small batch from the entire data, (ii) sampling tzˆsu
S
s“1 by
Monte Carlo method, and (iii) updating qpGΩ0 q and qpβq in the stochastic variational inference
framework. Moreover, the partition Ω in our method is data-adaptive as demonstrated in
Section 4.3.
4.3 Partition refinement and adaptive truncation
In this section, we illustrate the approach to determine the finite and measurable partition
Ω, which could reach the limit inferior of nonparametric evidence lower bound. Rather than
fixed on a universal truncation level, in our framework, the dimension ofΩ gradually increases
to a stable level. This partition or truncation is dependent on data fitting and embedded
within the optimisation process, which provides another key advantage of integrating the
Monte Carlo sampling scheme into the stochastic variational inference framework.
We first define the partition Ω. Note that samples tzˆsu
S
s“1 used to simulate the optimal
variational distribution have finite-dimensional atomic support, denoted by φ1, . . . , φK , where
K is a finite integer. We therefore partition the sample space Ω into K`1 disjoint subsets in-
cluding K probability mass atoms φ1, . . . , φK and one complement set φ0 “ Ω{tφ1, . . . , φKu.
We then update the partitionΩ in the inference procedure. If all points in tzˆsu
S
s“1 are sampled
before, we keep the current partition Ω. Otherwise, if a sample zˆsi P φ0, which means it is dis-
tinct from φ1, . . . , φK , we draw a new φK`1 and refine the partition as
`
φ0, φ1, . . . , φK, φK`1
˘
,
where we update φ0 as Ω{tφ1, . . . , φK , φK`1u. With the dynamic partition Ω defined above,
the prior is proportional to the posterior on φ0, p
`
G0pφ0q
˘
9q
`
G0pφ0q
˘
, due to the lack of data
information. Therefore, the nonparametric evidence lower bound will remain constant under
any further partition, which means the partition Ω enables the nonparametric evidence lower
bound to attain its limit inferior.
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Algorithm 1: Conditional variational inference with adaptive truncation.
1 Initialise the partition Ω, the parameters for qpG0q, qpβq and set up the step-size
tρτuτě1;
2 repeat
3 Randomly select x1, . . . , xS from the entire dataset ;
4 for s P t1, . . . , Su do
5 Initialise the values for tzˆsiu
Ns
i“1;
6 repeat
7 for i P t1, . . . , Nsu do
8 Sample zˆsi conditional on qpG0q, qpβq and zˆs,i´ according to (15);
9 if Sampling a new zˆsi then
10 Refine the partition Ω;
11 until Convergence;
12 Sample tzˆs,tu
Ts
t“1 from the stable Markov chain;
13 Update the parameters for qpG0q and qpβq given the samples tzˆsu
S
s“1 with step-size
ρτ according to (13) and (14);
14 until Convergence;
In our framework, we start from a low-dimensional partition when the variational dis-
tributions are far from the optimal, then update the partition and gradually increase its
dimension according to data fitting. When the inference is close to convergence with a large
enough dimensional partition, it is less likely to refine the partition and hence the dimension
of variational distributions attains a stable level. This data-adaptive truncation reflects a
balance between the goodness-of-fit and model complexity. We summarise the above infer-
ence procedure in Algorithm 1.
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5 Applications in topic modelling
5.1 Inference of hierarchical Dirichlet process model
We apply the proposed conditional variational inference with adaptive truncation method
to the hierarchical Dirichlet process model. Specifically, we factorise the variational dis-
tributions in the conditional setting according to (7) and specify the variational family as
follows. First, the variational distribution of Gs for each s is given by qpGs | G0, zsq “
DP
`ř8
k“1 nskδφk ` G0
˘
, where nsk “
řNs
i“1 Ipzsi “ φkq with Ip¨q being the indicator func-
tion. Second, qpβkq for each topic k is set as a W -dimensional Dirichlet distribution,
qpβkq “ Dirichletpλkq, where λk “ pλk1, . . . , λkW q
T is the parameter of vocabulary distri-
bution for topic k. To make prediction, λk serves as the core task of inference. Specially,
the variational distributions for the topics without any observation remain the same as the
prior. Therefore, we regard them as the zeroth topic without loss of generality and denote
the corresponding variational distribution on vocabulary by qpβ0q “ Dirichletpηq. Third, we
propose the variational family for G0 as,
qpG0q “
Kÿ
k“1
mkδϕk `m0DPpαHq, (16)
such that
řK
k“0mk “ 1 and φk „ H due to the lack of posterior information for φk. Taking
into account the tradeoff between inferential accuracy and computational efficiency, in (16)
we assume that qpG0q have deterministic probability mass on φks, as the main purpose
of G0 is to provide a discrete and infinite-dimensional support to ensure that Gjs share
the same topics φks. This kind of spike and slab methodology is widely used in Bayesian
analysis (Andersen et al., 2017). Under such scenario, the optimised tmku
K
k“1 coincide with
maximum-a-posteriori estimation. Finally, following (15) we use Monte Carlo sampling to
get samples tzˆsu
S
s“1 and hence do not need to parametrise their variational distributions.
Based on these settings, we can infer the hierarchical Dirichlet process model by applying
Algorithm 1 in the following steps.
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The partition Ω. As different samples in tzˆsu
S
s“1 are used to represent different topic
clusters in topic modelling, their exact values in sample space do not contain any statis-
tical information. We then index the topics with observations from 1 to K and denote
the different clusters by distinct points φ1, . . . , φK in Ω. With the samples tzˆsu
S
s“1, we
define nˆsk,t “
řNs
i“1 Ipzˆsi,t “ φkq. Then the number of topics with observations is K “ř8
k“0 Ip
řS
s“1 T
´1
s
řTs
t“1 nˆsk,t ą 0q. We partition Ω to a pK ` 1q-dimensional Ω including K
single points tφku
K
k“1 and one complement set φ0 “ Ω{tφku
K
k“1.
Inference for G0. With the partition Ω defined above, G
Ω
s conditional on G
Ω
0
is a
pK ` 1q-dimensional Dirichlet distribution. By (13), we derive the random nonparametric
evidence lower bound with respect to qpG0q in Appendix A.5,
{NPELBO “ ´ Kÿ
k“0
logmk ` α logm0 `
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
Kÿ
k“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
log
Γpγmk ` nˆsk,tq
Γpγmkq
` constant. (17)
However, there is no closed-form expression for the probability proportion parameters tmku
K
k“1
to attain the maximum in (17). Moreover, the standard gradient descent algorithm fails in
this case, because tmku
K
k“1 may easily exceed the simplex during the updating procedure.
Instead, given the parameters tm
pτq
k u
S
s“1 in the τ -th iteration, we define
m˚k9
$’’&
’’%
JS´1γ
řS
s“1
 
T´1s
řTs
t“1 Φpγm
pτq
k ` nˆsk,tq ´ Φpγm
pτq
k q
(
m
pτq
k ´ 1 pk “ 1, . . . , Kq,
α´ 1 pk “ 0q,
(18)
such that
řK
k“0m
˚
k “ 1, and update the parameters by m
pτ`1q “ p1 ´ ρtqm
pτq ` ρτm
˚
k . In
Appendix A.6, we also show that this updating algorithm is consistent to the gradient descent
after the inverse logit transformation. In the process of updating, the condition
řK
k“0m
˚
k “ 1
always holds and hence we eliminate the risk of exceeding the simplex.
Inference for β. By (14), we update the parameters for qpβq using samples tzˆsu
S
s“1. We
define λ˚kw for topic k and word w as,
λ˚kw “ η ` JS
´1
Sÿ
s“1
Tsÿ
t“1
T´1s
Nsÿ
i“1
Ipzˆsi,t “ φk, xsi “ wq, (19)
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and update the parameter λk by λ
pτ`1q
k “ p1 ´ ρtqλ
pτq
k ` ρτλ
˚
k for each k, where λ
˚
k “
pλ˚k1, . . . , λ
˚
kW q
T .
Sampling for z. According to (15) we sample zˆsi conditional on qpG0q and zˆsi´ by
qpzsi “ φkq 9
$’’&
’’%
pγmk ` nˆ
k
si´q exp
`
Φpλkxsiq ´ Φp
řW
w“1 λkwq
˘
pk “ 1, . . . , Kq,
γm0 exp
`
Φpηq ´ ΦpWηq
˘
pk “ 0q,
(20)
to construct the Markov chain, where nˆk
si´
“
ř
1ďlďNs,l‰i
Ipzˆsl “ φkq. Whenever the sampled
zˆsi is φ0, which means zˆsi forms a new point not belonging to tφ1, . . . , φKu, we need to
update the partition and add a new topic indicated by φK`1. Otherwise we stick to the
same partition dimension. Iterating the sampling scheme till convergence, we obtain the
samples tzˆsi,tu1ďsďS,1ďiďNs,1ďtďTs and corresponding tnˆsk,tu1ďsďS,1ďkďK,1ďtďTs for the selected
chunk.
According to Algorithm 1, we repeatedly select documents in a batch with randomness,
sample z and update parameters for G0, β by iterating (18)–(20) until the nonparametric
evidence lower bound converges to its maximum.
Our method is different from other nonparametric inference methods. Wang & Blei
(2012) replace analytical updating for local parameters by the locally collapsed Gibbs sam-
pling. But their work cannot maximise the evidence lower bound, especially when qpβq has
large variance. Bryant & Sudderth (2012) use split-merge algorithms to generate new dimen-
sions and remove redundant dimensions. However, to check the split-merge criterion, their
method needs to calculate the training likelihood, which is computational inefficient. More-
over, both methods are based on the mean-field assumption and hence ignore the correlation
structure among latent variables.
5.2 Extension under a general completely random measure
The algorithm of conditional variational inference with adaptive truncation can also be
applied to a general class of hierarchical Bayesian nonparametric models, where the global
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prior G0 is generated from a completely random measure. For example, gamma–Dirichlet
process model uses gamma process to generate G0 and Dirichlet process to generate tGju
J
j“1.
In these models, concentration parameter for any Gj is not fixed and G0 is not restricted
to be a probability measure. The corresponding inference algorithm is similar to that of
hierarchical Dirichlet process model, but requires a new parameter µ to approximate G0pΩq.
We choose the variational family for global prior G0 as,
QpG0q “ µ
` Kÿ
k“1
mkδφk `m0
rNpαHq˘, (21)
where rN is the normalisation of the corresponding completely randommeasure andřKk“0mk “
1. Similarly, we derive the random nonparametric evidence lower bound in Appendix A.7,
{NPELBO “ K log µ` Kÿ
k“1
log vpµmkq ` log upµm0q
`
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
"
log
Γpµq
Γpµ`Nsq
` T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
Kÿ
k“1
log
Γpµmk ` nˆsk,tq
Γpµmkq
*
` constant,
(22)
where vp¨q is the weight intensity measure (Appendix A.1) for the completely randommeasure
and u is the density function for G0pΩq that can be derived given the Laplace transform of
the completely random measure. Therefore, we can update tmku
K
k“0 in the same way as the
hierarchical Dirichlet model. Following Algorithm 1 and its application in Section 5.1, we can
also update µ by the stochastic gradient descent. To illustrate with an example, we consider
the gamma–Dirichlet model, whose inference algorithm is provided in Appendix A.7.
5.3 Real data analysis
We apply the algorithm of conditional variational inference with adaptive truncation to three
large datasets.
1. arXiv : The corpus includes the descriptive metadata of all articles on arXiv, a free
distribution service and an open archive for scholarly articles, up to September 1,2019,
which includes 1.03M documents and 44M words from a vocabulary of 7,500 terms
after preprocessing.
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2. New York Times : The corpus combines all articles published by New York Times from
January 1, 1987 to June 19, 2007 (Sandhaus, 2008), which has 1.56M documents and
176M words from a vocabulary of 7,600 terms after preprocessing.
3. Wikipedia: The corpus collects the entire entries on English Wikipedia websites on
January 1, 2019, which contains 4.03M documents and 423M words from a vocabulary
of 8,000 terms after preprocessing.
In the preprocessing, stemming and lemmatisation are used to clean the raw text data.
Moreover, words with too high or too low frequency and common stop words are both
removed before experiments.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed method, we set aside a test set for 10,000
documents for each dataset and calculate the hold-out perplexity (Ranganath & Blei, 2018),
perplexityhold-out “ exp
!
´
ř
jPDtest
log ppxtestj | x
train
j ,Dtrainqř
jPDtest
|xtestj |
)
,
where Dtrain and Dtest represent the training and test data, respectively, and x
train
j and x
test
j are
the training and test words in test document j, respectively, and |xtestj | is the number of words
in xtestj . The perplexity measures the uncertainty of the fitted model, and hence a better
language model with more accurate inference will have a higher predictive likelihood and thus
a lower perplexity. Since the exact computation for perplexity is not tractable, the standard
routine uses Dtrain to get the variational distribution for β and G0, obtains the variational
distribution for Gj based on G0 and x
test
j , and then approximates the likelihood by ppx
test
j |
xtrainj q “
ś
wPxtestj
řK
k“0Gjkβkw, where Gj “ pGj0, . . . , GjKq
T and βk “ pβk1, . . . , βkW q
T are
the variational expectations of Gj and βk, respectively (Blei et al., 2003). We model three
datasets under both hierarchical Dirichlet process and gamma–Dirichlet process models.
For hierarchical Dirichlet process model we set the hyperparameters as α “ γ “ η “ 5,
where α and γ are the concentration parameters for G0 and tGju respectively, and η is the
hyperparameter of prior on the distribution of words. We choose a batch size of 256 and
adopt the Robbins Monro learning rate p64` tq´0.6 in updating (Hoffman et al., 2010). The
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Figure 2: Top row: plots for the perplexity vs the running time up to 5 hours. Bottom
row: plots for the number of topics vs the running time up to 5 hours. Left, middle and
right columns correspond to datasets arXiv, New York Times and Wikipedia, respectively.
The black dotted line corresponds to traditional online variational inference method for
hierarchical Dirichlet process model. The red solid and blue dashed lines correspond to
conditional variational inference with adaptive truncation method for hierarchical Dirichlet
process model and for gamma–Dirichlet process model, respectively.
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initial number of topics is chosen as 100. For gamma–Dirichlet process model, we use the
same hyperparameters but discard γ. To make comparison, we keep the default settings in
traditional online variational inference (Wang et al., 2011).
The top row of Figure 2 plots the hold-out perplexity as a function of running time for
three comparison methods on three datasets. Table 1 reports numerical summaries. Several
conclusions can be drawn here. First, on all three datasets, our conditional variational
inference with adaptive truncation method consistently outperforms the traditional online
variational inference method. The improvement is highly significant especially for arXiv and
Wikipedia. For New York Times, such improvement is moderate probably due to the long
length of documents in this corpus. Second, for each dataset, the gamma–Dirichlet process
model attains a lower perplexity than hierarchical Dirichlet process model, which makes
sense due to the fact that the gamma–Dirichlet process model removes a restriction of the
hierarchical Dirichlet process model and hence is more flexible. Third, the proposed method
is computationally efficient. Although it involves Monte Carlo sampling, the perplexity
converges at a fast speed. This is because the convergence of local Markov chain to assign
words to topics is accelerated by a clear topic-words clustering as the global variational
distributions approach to the optimal.
The bottom row of Figure 2 plots the number of topics in the process of inference. For
traditional online variational inference, the number of topics remains constant, while for our
method, it first has a steep increase and then converges to a stable level. For example, the
number of topics in Wikipedia drastically increase from 100 to around 190 for hierarchical
Dirichlet process model and around 200 for gamma–Dirichlet process model. The sharp
increase is driven by the data complexity, while the stable level is due to the dimension
penalty of hierarchical Dirichlet process model. Although the estimation of the number of
topics is not consistent, the proposed truly nonparametric inference method can provide
some useful information about topics in data. For instance, arXiv, containing the abstract
descriptions of scientific articles, has the smallest number of topics because its topics are
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Table 1: A summary of hold-out perplexity results on three datasets. Relative improvements
in percentage over TOVI for HDP model are shown in parentheses
Inference method arXiv New York Times Wikipedia
HDP model TOVI 1005 1681 1422
HDP model CVIAT 832 (17.21%) 1569 (6.66%) 1207 (15.12%)
ΓDP model CVIAT 808 (19.60%) 1536 (8.62%) 1157 (18.64%)
TOVI, traditional online variational inference; CVIAT, conditional variational infer-
ence with adaptive truncation. HDP, hierarchical Dirichlet process; ΓDP, gamma–
Dirichlet process.
restricted to the quantitative subjects including computer science, mathematics, statistics
and physics. By contrast, New York Times is a compilation of all new articles covering a
wider range of areas, and hence consists of more topics. Wikipedia has the largest number
of topics as it contains almost every aspect of an encyclopedia. One key point here is that
we do not need to set a fixed number of topics before the inference. Instead, our method
starts from an initial value, for example 100 in our experiments, then automatically reaches
the optimal number of topics after iterations, and finally keeps it at a stable level.
Moreover, our method reveals better linguistic results. To compare our proposed method
with traditional online inference for hierarchical Dirichlet process model, we report the top
12 words in the top 10 topics with biggest weights for both methods on datasets arXiv and
Wikipedia in Tables 2a and 2b, respectively. We observe a few apparent patterns. First,
our method does not contain replicated topics. The traditional online variational inference
method results in very similar word components, for example, columns 1-6 in the bottom
part of Table 2a. An ideal topic-word clustering should allocate these words into just one
topic. But since the prespecified number of topics is fixed at 150, which seems larger than
the truth, the inference generates multiple replicated topics. By contrast, the topic-word
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Table 2: Top 12 words in top 10 topics for datasets arXiv and Wikipedia
(a) arXiv
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CVIAT
galaxy group network neutrino star gaug prove algorithm collision test
cluster algebra learn higg dwarf string bound optim product error
redshift construct train matter survey brane theorem converge decay samples
samples finit neural dark object symmetry finit solve hadron statist
luminos lie image decay binari dimension class linear jet uncertainties
formation categories deep standard variable couple position approximate transverse fit
survey prove dataset couple cluster action inequalities gradient gev systematic
agnes class feature mix stellar conform dimension minim lhc accuracy
lar complex task boson period construct converge matrix cross correct
star map object lepton photometr correspond continual iter section procedure
populated invariable convolut violate distanc dual regular spars quark improve
host manifold detect symmetry samples background compact constraint collid bias
TOVI
galaxy galaxy star xray emiss galaxy higg star emiss radio
cluster redshift cluster emiss star line neutrino planet gammaray emiss
halo source abundance source region emiss decay period source galaxy
star survey galaxy accret line gas dark orbit grb source
stellar samples stellar kev gas star boson dwarf xray xray
formation cluster metal line dust redshift matter binari ray jet
velocity luminos age variable disk absorption standard detect detect line
dark agnes populated spectral molecular samples couple stellar burst region
gas xray ngc star cloud quasar gev transit flux cluster
matter radio dwarf flux detect luminos particle variable radio detect
profile star samples spectrum formation region mix light spectrum gas
disk optic giant detect galaxy detect symmetry companion jet star
(b) Wikipedia
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
CVIAT
tell increase band human james claim armies process polit album
tried effect album natur robert issue battle model parti chart
want case guitar tradition charles announce attack inform union song
friend process vocal term david critic troop effect communist track
leave measure track idea thomas controversi command problem movement video
ask caus rock view richard proposal soldier experience independence billboard
feel require drum word michael agreement military test social label
decide rate bass theorie frank polit fight example republic peak
turn example song philosophies peter allegation tanks research leader week
good reduce tour culture andrew statement brigade specific worker digitated
away possibilities studio believe brown agree german individual socialist hot
believe occur label conception henry minister capture object liberal remix
TOVI
album episode actor album album episode character novel animal ship
band tell movi song song televis kill character episode navies
song character character band chart drama human love character class
track kill critic tour video actor earth poem voice boat
guitar friend cast love track comedies attack london movi naval
vocal leave review blue billboard actress reveal king video command
rock tried televis artist love movi episode tell air vessel
tour relationship episode rock label theatre comic fiction dvd submarine
chart need scene track version voice fight narrated televis gun
studio love theatre label week uncredit doctor friend ray fleet
bass reveal picture chart peak nominal battle mother blu sail
drum mother love singer remix cast voice critic song destroy
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clustering by our proposed method does not have such redundancy. It is apparent that our
top 10 topics are distinct. Second, our method leads to much clearer topic-word clustering.
For both datasets, our results indicate that all of our detected words within any column
are highly relevant and should intuitively be grouped into one cluster with clear linguistic
meaning. For example, our method in column 7 of Table 2b presents several words all related
to military, but words in the same column for traditional online variational inference seems to
be a mixture of several loosely connected topics including ‘human, character, reveal, episode,
comic, voice’, ‘human, earth’ and ‘human, kill, attack, fight, battle, doctor’. This mixture
of topics makes the topic-word clustering within this column ambiguous. Furthermore, our
method in column 5 of Table 2b identifies a topic about popular English given names.
Although these given names are not shown in one document, our method can successfully
discover that they belong to one topic, while the traditional online variational inference fails.
This is because our method does not force the topics to merge together if the prespecified
number of topics is not large enough, and hence can largely reduce the noise.
6 Discussion
Within the proposed general framework, Algorithm 1 can also be applied to other hier-
archical Bayesian nonparametric models including hierarchical Pitman–Yor process model
(Teh & Jordan, 2010) and hierarchical beta process model (Thibaux & Jordan, 2007), which
are used to present the power law and the sparsity in latent features, respectively. In such
cases, other Monte Carlo methods, for example, slice sampling (Neal, 2003), retrospective
Markov chain Monte Carlo (Papaspiliopoulos & Roberts, 2008) or unbiased Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods with couplings (Jacob et al., 2019), could possibly be used. We expect
that our proposed method provides more advantages in these applications, because hierarchi-
cal Pitman–Yor process with heavy tail behaviour and hierarchical beta process with sparse
structure may suffer more from the universal truncation.
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A Appendix
A.1 A short review of completely random measures
A completely random measure (Kingman, 1993) is characterised by its Laplace transform,
E
 
e´tP pAq
(
“ exp
!
´
ż
A
ż
p0,8s
p1´ e´tpiqvcpdx, dsq
)
,
where A is any measurable subset of Ω and vcpdx, dsq is called the Le´vy measure. If
vcpdx, dsq “ κpdxqvpdsq, where κp¨q and vp¨q are measures on Ω and p0,8s, respectively,
the completely random measure is homogeneous (Ghosal & Van der Vaart, 2017). In such
case, we call vp¨q the weight intensity measure. We can view completely random measure
as a Poisson process on the product space Ω ˆ p0,8s using its Le´vy measure as the mean
measure.
A.2 Derivation for (4)
By definition of induced measure, qΩpdΘq “ QpdΘq for anyM-measurable dΘ , we haveż
Θ
log
dqΩ
dpΩ
dqΩ “
ż
Θ
log
dqΩ
dpΩ
dQ.
It follows from lim supΩ dq
Ω{dpΩ “ dQ{dP and the monotone convergence theorem that
lim sup
Ω
ż
Θ
log
dqΩ
dpΩ
dQ “
ż
Θ
log
dQ
dP
dQ.
Combining the above equations yields (4). Furthermore, suppose there exists a sequence of
partition tΩiuiě1 such that lim supΩi “ Ω, we have
lim sup
Ωi
ż
Θ
log
dqΩi
dpΩi
dqΩi “ lim sup
Ωi
ż
Θ
log
dqΩi
dpΩi
dQ “
ż
Θ
log
dqΩ
dpΩ
dQ “
ż
Θ
log
dqΩ
dpΩ
dqΩ.
Hence lim supKLpqΩi ‖ pΩiq “ KLpqΩ ‖ pΩq, which will be used in Appendix A.5.
A.3 Derivation for (6)
By ppX,Zq “ ppZ | XqppXq, we haveż
log
ppX,ZΩq
qpZΩq
qpdZΩq “ log ppXq `
ż
log
ppZΩq
qpZΩq
qpdZΩq.
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Taking the limit inferior on both sides, we have
lim inf
Ω
"ż
log
ppX,ZΩq
qpZΩq
qpdZΩq
*
“ log ppXq ´ lim sup
Ω
"
´
ż
log
ppZΩq
qpZΩq
qpdZΩq
*
.
Combing the above equation with the definition of nonparametric evidence lower bound in
(5) and Kullback–Leibler divergence in (4) yields (6).
A.4 Derivation for (9)
By ppGΩ
0
, tzju
J
j“1q “
ş
¨ ¨ ¨
ş
p
`
GΩ
0
, tGju
J
j“1, tzju
J
j“1
˘
dG1dG2 ¨ ¨ ¨ dGJ and the hierarchical gen-
erative structure, the evidence lower bound under partition Ω with respect to qpGΩ
0
q equals,
ELBOΩ “ EqpGΩ
0
qEqptzjuJj“1q
“
log ppGΩ0 , tzju
J
j“1q
‰
´ EqpGΩ
0
q
“
log qpGΩ0 q
‰
` constant
“ EqpGΩ
0
qEqptzjuJj“1q
“
log qpGΩ
0
q
Jź
j“1
ż
ppGΩj | G
Ω
0
qppzj | G
Ω
j qdGj
‰
´ EqpGΩ
0
q
“
log qpGΩ
0
q
‰
` constant
“
Jÿ
j“1
EqpGΩ
0
qEqpzjq
”
log EppGΩj |GΩ0 q
“
ppzj | G
Ω
j q
‰ı
` EqpGΩ
0
q
“
log ppGΩ
0
q ´ log qpGΩ
0
q
‰
` constant.
Furthermore, based on the equation above, (8) can be expressed as NPELBO “ lim infΩ ELBO
Ω.
A.5 Derivation for (17)
By the formula of moments for Dirichlet-distributed random variables, we obtain
EppGΩs |GΩ0 q
“
ppzˆs,t | G
Ω
s q
‰
“
Γpγq
Γpγ `Nsq
Kź
k“1
ΓpγG0k ` nˆsk,tq
ΓpγG0kq
.
Based on the points tφku
K
k“1 defined in Section 5.1, we propose a sequence of partition
tΩc : Ωc “
ŤK
k“0Ωckucě1 to approach Ω, where Ωck “ pφk ´ c
´1, φk ` c
´1s for k “ 1, . . . , K
and Ωc0 is the corresponding complement. Under Ωc, qpG
Ωc
0 q “ dK`1
`
m´10 pG
Ωc
0 ´M
Ωcq
˘
and
ppGΩc
0
q “ dK`1pG
Ωc
0
q, where dK`1p¨q denotes the density function for pK ` 1q-dimensional
Dirichlet distribution, M “
řK
k“1mkδφk and M
Ωc is the corresponding induced random
variable. By (13), the random nonparametric evidence lower bound under Ωc is
{NPELBOΩc “ E
qpGΩc
0
q
! Kÿ
k“1
pαHΩck ´ 1q log
m0G0k
pG0k ´mkq
` pαHΩc0 ´ 1q logm0
`
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
Kÿ
k“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
log
ΓpγG0k ` nˆsk,tq
ΓpγG0kq
)
` constant,
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whereHΩck “ HpΩckq. Since, pG0k´mkq{m0 „ BetapH
Ωc
k q under qpG
Ωc
0 q, the term EqpGΩc
0
q
 
pαHΩck ´
1q logm0pG0k ´mkq
´1
(
is constant with respect to parameters tmku
K
k“0. Taking limsup on
both sides of the above equation with lim supΩC EqpGΩc0 q
plogG0kq “ logmk, lim supΩC H
ΩC
k “
0 for k “ 1, . . . , K and lim supΩC H
ΩC
0 “ 1, we obtain equation (17).
A.6 Derivation for (18)
Consider the Lagrange multiplier of constrained optimisation,
L1 “ ´
Kÿ
k“1
logmk ` pα ´ 1q logm0 `
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
Kÿ
k“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
log
Γpγmk ` nˆsk,tq
Γpγmkq
´ λp
Kÿ
k“1
mk ´ 1q,
its first order conditions satisfy,$’’&
’’%
JS´1γ
řS
s“1
 
T´1s
řTs
t“1Φpγmk ` nˆsk,tq ´ Φpγmkq
(
mk ´ 1 “ mkλ, pk “ 1, . . . , Kq,
α ´ 1 “ m0λ, pk “ 0q.
Dividing λ on both sides of the above equations, the definition of tm˚ku
K
k“0 in (18) follows.
We next show that this updating is consistent to the gradient descent after the inverse
logit transformation, that is, transforming tmku
K
k“0 by mk “ e
θk{
řK
l“0 e
θl to remove the
constraint of
řK
k“0mk “ 1. By Bmk{Bθk “ mk ´m
2
k, Bml{Bθk “ ´mkml for l ‰ k, and the
chain rule, we have
BL
Bθk
“
$’’&
’’%
JS´1γ
řS
s“1
 
T´1s
řTs
t“1Φpγmk ` nˆsk,tq ´ Φpγmkq
(
mk ´ 1´ Λmk pk “ 1, . . . , Kq,
α ´ 1´ Λmk pk “ 0q,
where L denotes {NPELBO in (17) and
Λ “ α ´ 1`
Kÿ
k“1
”
JS´1γ
Sÿ
s“1
 
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
Φpγmk ` nˆsk,tq ´ Φpγmkq
(
mk ´ 1
ı
.
As BL{Bθk “ Λpm
˚
k ´mkq, pm
˚
k ´mkq represents the gradient with respect to tθku
K
k“0 after
the inverse logit transformation.
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A.7 Derivation for the extension in Section 5.2
Without restriction on probability random measure,
log EppGΩs |GΩ0 q
“
ppzˆs,t | G
Ω
s q
‰
“ log
Γp
řK
k“0G0kq
Γp
řK
k“0G0k `Nsq
Kź
k“1
ΓpG0k ` nˆsk,tq
ΓpG0kq
,
In analogy to Appendix A.5, under a partition Ωc, the random nonparametric evidence lower
bound equals,
{NPELBOΩc “ K logµ` E
qpGΩc
0
q
” Kÿ
k“1
log ppGΩc
0k q ` log ppG
Ωc
00
q
`
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
Kÿ
k“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
log
ΓpγGΩc
0k ` nˆsk,tq
ΓpγGΩc
0k q
ı
` constant,
where K log µ comes from the Jacob matrix from G0, G1, . . . , GK to µ,m1, . . . , mK . As the
partition converges to single points and the corresponding complement, lim supΩc ppG
Ωc
0k q “
vpGΩc
0k q, lim supΩc ppG
Ωc
00
q “ upGΩc
00
q, we can have (22) by lim supΩc G0k “ µmk for k ‰ 0 and
lim supΩc G00 “ µm0. Specially, for the gamma–Dirichlet model,
{NPELBO “ ´ µ´ Kÿ
k“1
logmk ` pα ´ 1q logµm0
`
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
"
log
Γpµq
Γpµ`Nsq
`
Kÿ
k“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
log
Γpµmk ` nˆsk,tq
Γpµmkq
*
` constant.
Therefore, its gradient with respect to µ is,
´1`
α ´ 1
µ
`
J
S
Sÿ
s“1
!
Φpµq ´ Φpµ`Nsq `
Kÿ
k“1
T´1s
Tsÿ
t“1
mk
`
Φpµmk ` nˆsk,tq ´ Φpµmkq
˘)
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